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In the fall of 1956, Britain, France and Israel attacked Egypt, in \the best-documented war plot in

modern history,"1 which the conspirators put in writing and signed at a meeting at S �evres near Paris on

October 22-24. Israeli prime minister David Ben-Gurion, the military chief of staff Moshe Dayan, and

their fellow militarists viewed Egypt's Gamel Abdel Nasser as a new Saladin or an Arab Ataturk, a mortal

threat to Israel, who had to be destroyed. That June Ben-Gurion had forced the resignation of his main

opponent within the government, foreign minister Moshe Sharett, while denying him a debate in the cabinet

and in their Mapai party on the broad choices represented by their respective policies. Sharett was also

concerned, but recognized that Israel's policies had largely provoked the crisis with Egypt, and viewed

war as a last rather than first resort.

The government of France was as obsessed with Nasser as Israel's, blaming him for Algerian resistance

to French rule, an illusion which Israel cultivated. The Algerian conflict \escalated into all-out war" in

the period before the Suez crisis.2 The defense ministry was the seat of French anti-Nasser sentiment,

reflecting the frustrations of the military, which chafed from defeats in 1940, and in 1954 at Dienbienphu.

French arms sales to Israel had arisen from liaison between their defense ministries, bypassing both foreign

ministries. Franco-Israeli talks were held near Paris in June, resulting in an arms deal and initial military

collaboration against Nasser. These gave Israel an arms supply and a political partnership, laying the basis

for participation in the eventual tripartite campaign.3

Britain had that spring evacuated its troops from its Suez Canal military zone and turned its extensive

bases over to Egypt, in accordance with a treaty negotiated with Egypt, with US mediation. Nasser

nationalized the Suez canal in July, to secure financing for the Aswan Dam, which the US and Britain had

cancelled in disapproval of Nasser's non-aligned foreign policy. Nasser's nationalization was perfectly

legal, as the Foreign Office informed Prime Minister Anthony Eden, but it struck much British opinion as

a betrayal, coming after the British withdrawal, particularly Eden, who had negotiated the bases agreement.

Britain obtained its oil supplies exclusively from the Persian Gulf, and was the the leading shipper of oil

through the Canal.

Immediately following the nationalization on July 26, Eden assigned a small ministerial committee to
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formulate policy, mainly \a timetable for military operations against Egypt."4 In early August, committee

member and chancellor of the exchequer Harold MacMillan suggested joint operations with Israel, for

tactical contributions; \more important, Israeli intervention would provide Britain with a wonderful casus

belli"5 to reoccupy the bases and \protect" the Canal, as permitted in the treaty. The major problem was

how to attack Egypt while somehow preserving relations with Jordan, Iraq and the Arab Gulf emirates,

with which Britain had defense agreements and military bases. An Israeli attack on Egypt might also lead

to hostilities against Jordan, which would obligate Britain to attack Israel. Eden rejected partnership with

Israel at first.6

Until the Suez crisis, the French foreign ministry was skeptical of the defense ministry's Israel orienta-

tion, from concern that it would further discredit France in the Arab world. After the Canal nationalization,

as diplomacy forestalled rather than abetted military action against Nasser, the foreign ministry and the

prime minister assented to partnership with Israel, but were never as enthusiastic as the defense ministry.

France could not act against Egypt without Britain, because much of its military was tied down in Algeria,

because it lacked bases in the eastern Mediterranean, and because it feared to confront the USSR and

especially the US without the support of another Nato power. The pretext idea, as a path for British par-

ticipation, occurred independently to the French, who held ministerial-level meetings with Israel in Paris

in late September. The French rejected acting alone, or only with Israel, and rejected simultaneous attack

with Israel because the main forces would have to land by sea, betraying surprise. As the French defense

minister explained to his guests, \Israel should make the first move, to provide them with a pretext for

`intervention.'. . . `As for a pretext, which is a major issue for starting an operation, Israel's position is far

more convenient'. . . It was this notion, which was subsequently put to the reluctant British, that induced

them, finally, to join the French military move."7

After nationalization, \as time went by, British public opinion and Parliament were becoming less

supportive of using force in the Suez."8 This opinion included the defense secretary, which was one

reason for Britain's dilatory military planning. Eden, as leader of the war party, felt increasingly boxed

in|by Britain's Jordanian obligation, by its wider Arab relations, and by domestic opinion. Absurd as it

may seem, \Eden and [foreign secretary Selwyn] Lloyd appear to have genuinely believed that they could

portray their country as the preserver of international order, seeking to deliver the Arabs," even while

launching a \belligerent move against Egypt," given a \cogent, convincing reason. In this context Israel

grew in importance, as the provider of the only possible pretext."9 On October 13, at the UN, the USSR
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vetoed the US-backed proposal for a Suez Canal users' association to assume control. The next day Eden

assented to the pretext plan, as presented by a French general, and on October 16, Eden and Lloyd met in

Paris with their French counterparts, Guy Mollet and Christian Pineau. They delivered written assurances

that Britain would not attack Israel in any conflict with Jordan, which France passed to Israel.10 The

British defense secretary resigned on October 18.

The French invited Ben-Gurion and a high-level delegation to a meeting with them and British repre-

sentatives, which took place at S�evres, near Paris, October 22-24. Lloyd promised only that Britain and

France would intervene to protect the Canal given a \real act of war with the Israeli army advancing in

great strength on a broad front in the Sinai"11 and refused Ben-Gurion's request for a tripartite agreement

to attack Egypt. Ben-Gurion wanted the minimum interval between the pretext move and the Anglo-French

attack, to reduce Israel's risks, from Egyptian air attack on Israel's cities, as well as politically. Dayan

proposed an IDF paratroop drop in the Mitla Pass, thirty miles from the southern end of the Canal, to be

joined by an armored force advancing through central Sinai, as the pretext. This would be followed by an

Anglo-French ultimatum to Egypt to evacuate its forces from the Canal Zone, and aerial bombardment of

Egypt's airfields when it rejected the ultimatum. Israel would operate in the Sinai peninsula and the Strait

of Tiran, between the Gulf of Aqaba and the Red Sea, leaving the rest to the Anglo-French force. Lloyd

defined \the aim of any allied military operations as `the conquest of the Canal Zone and the destruction

of Nasser.' "12 The duties of each partner, including Britain's agreement not to intervene between Jordan

and Israel, but excluding a separate French agreement to assist Israel with air defense, were set down in

the S�evres Protocol. Ben-Gurion's copy alone was preserved, in the archive of his papers at his kibbutz,

and was released in 1996, its fortieth anniversary.

As the Suez crisis developed after the nationalization, the US opposed Anglo-French military action

against Egypt, for reasons of Cold War strategy. The US had tried to recruit Egypt to the western camp in

the Cold War, after the Free Officers' Movement overthrew the monarchy in 1952, and feared alienating

the Arabs and giving the USSR and the left an opening. President Dwight D. Eisenhower and his Secretary

of State John Foster Dulles had pursued UN diplomacy in order to forestall military action. They had some

intelligence of the military buildup, but expected the crisis to blow over; they were misled by an Israeli

feint toward Jordan, where Israel's perennial border wars had flared, and did not anticipate the collusion

with Britain and France. Eisenhower was furious when he learned on October 29 of Israel's attack; when

the Anglo-French ultimatum the next day revealed the plot to seize the Canal, the \White House crackled
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with barracks room language the like of which had not been heard since the days of General Grant."13

After an Anglo-French veto in the UN Security Council, the US appealed to the General Assembly for

a resolution for cease-fire and unconditional withdrawal. The French were still game, but the British

collapsed under the pressure, including Soviet nuclear threats, which led to US countermoves and fear of

world war.

The Anglo-French invasion stopped with troops on the ground but short of controlling the Canal; in the

meantime Israel conquered the entire Sinai peninsula. Nasser blocked the Canal, and the Arabs withheld

oil shipments. Eisenhower refused to supply Europe with oil as called for in contingency plans, and

blocked an International Monetary Fund loan to Britain, leading to a run on the pound. France and Britain

agreed to withdraw unconditionally, and were gone by December, with the Canal in Egyptian hands and

Nasser firmly in power, having \snatched a most spectacular political victory out of the jaws of military

defeat."14

On November 7, Ben-Gurion, \drunk with victory,"15 proclaimed in a speech to the Knesset that

\Yotvat [Tiran] will once more become part of the Third Kingdom of Israel!" and that Israel \did not

infringe on Egyptian territory. . . Our operations were restricted to the Sinai Peninsula alone."16 During the

meeting at S�evres which finalized the war plot, Ben-Gurion had told the French prime minister \about the

discovery of oil in southern and western Sinai, and that it would be good to tear this peninsula from Egypt

because it did not belong to her; rather it was the English who stole it from the Turks when they believed

that Egypt was in their pocket."17 That night in New York, the UN General Assembly voted 65 to 1 for

Israel to withdraw immediately from Egyptian territory. The following day, after a sharp warning from

Eisenhower, Ben-Gurion disavowed any designs on Egypt and stated Israel's intent to withdraw \upon

conclusion of satisfactory arrangements with the United Nations"18 which was sending an international

force.

For now, Israel's promise to withdraw had achieved its purpose. It ameliorated the im-

mediate crisis and borrowed time for Israel to explain its view in the United States in order

to gain the sympathy of public opinion there and, it was hoped, to steer the administration's

policy in Israel's favor. Israel's strategy was one of procrastination, withdrawing gradually

under pressure but using the withdrawals to gain security guarantees from the United States.19

Israel withdrew in stages to the border of Mandate Palestine by January 13, 1957, as the UN passed

another resolution requiring unconditional withdrawal. Israel retained control of the Gaza Strip, to prevent

further raids by Palestinian guerrillas, which Nasser had authorized in response to Israel's own aggression
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against Gaza. Israel also retained Sharm el-Sheik in southeast Sinai, and the islands in the Strait of Tiran,

where Egypt forbade passage of Israeli flag ships to Eilat, though most cargoes were allowed on non-Israeli

vessels. Dulles supported Israel on the Strait, despite the fact that Strait waters lay within the territory

of Egyptian and Saudi islands. On Gaza, Dulles supported Egypt's rights there from the 1949 armistice

agreements, which could not be abrogated. Dulles insisted the US would not make bilateral agreements

with Israel, which must seek redress at the UN. The General Assembly passed further resolutions calling

for Israel's withdrawal; sanctions on Israel were discussed by the US and the UN.

Ben-Gurion stood firm, and Israel cued its US apparatus. A crescendo of sympathy boomed in the

media; 75 congressmen wrote a letter to Dulles; 42 signed a telegram to him; 8 senators co-sponsored a

resolution. Even the Republican Senate minority leader opposed sanctions, as did the ranking Republican

on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which delayed consideration of the Eisenhower Doctrine, the

Administration's response to the collapse of British and French authority after Suez. \By early February

the administration found itself in a difficult dilemma."20 Eisenhower and Dulles wanted Israel to withdraw

unconditionally to uphold the prestige of the UN, and the influence of the US in the Arab world, where

the USSR was making political capital of Israel's continued presence in Gaza and the Sinai. The Suez

Canal would remain obstructed and Western Europe in economic distress until Israel withdrew, which

would require sanctions, but \Congressional and public sympathy for Israel" precluded that, and held the

Eisenhower Doctrine as a hostage. \Dulles, with presidential approval, decided to break the deadlock by

partially conceding to Israel's demands for guarantees outside the context of the United Nations."21

Dulles presented Israeli ambassador Abba Eban with an aide-m�emoire explaining the US view that

the Strait of Tiran was international waters and US willingness to uphold that view. On Gaza, Dulles

acknowledged Israel's concerns, but upheld Egyptian rights under the 1949 armistice agreement, which

neither the US or UN could abrogate. Ben-Gurion replied that the aide-m�emoire did not mention passage

of Israeli flag ships, and did not prohibit Egyptians from returning to Gaza, where Ben-Gurion insisted

on Israeli-UN administration. An angry Dulles complained to Eisenhower that further guarantees \would

almost surely jeopardize the entire Western influence in the Middle East" where \countries would feel that

United States policy toward the area was in the last analysis controlled by Jewish influence in the United

States."22

Eisenhower authorized US support of a UN resolution urging an end to government and private

assistance to Israel, against overwhelming congressional opposition. To UN ambassador Lodge, Dulles
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\worried about a unanimous vote in both houses for a resolution against sanctions;" he complained that

\we're going to be in very serious trouble and indeed may lose our authority to impose sanctions," and

about the \terrific control the Jews have over the news media and the barrage which the Jews have built

up on Congressmen."23 Eban submitted a modified aide-m�emoire which mentioned a UN regime in Gaza

and strengthened the language on the Strait of Tiran. \Dulles did something that a few days ago he vowed

he would not do: negotiate a bilateral agreement with Israel."24

Eisenhower and Dulles held a White House meeting with 26 congressional leaders to stress the dire

consequences of Israel's failure to withdraw unconditionally, and discuss the aide-m�emoire addressing

Israel's concerns, which had been made public. This led only to the delegation affirming its opposition

to sanctions on Israel. Eisenhower wrote in his diary later that day: \As I reflected on the pettiness of

much of the discussion this morning, I found it somewhat dismaying that partisan considerations could

enter so much into life or death, peace or war decisions."25 Dulles had given up on sanctions, and feared

Ben-Gurion's government, under attack from the right, might fall before a withdrawal agreement could

be reached. His policy entangled with Israel, its diplomats, and their US supporters, he complained to his

old friend Roswell Barnes of the National Council of Churches,

I am very much concerned over the fact that the Jewish influence here is completely dominating

the scene and making it almost impossible to get Congress to do anything they don't approve of.

The Israeli embassy is practically dictating to the Congress through influential Jewish people

in this country. The non-Jewish elements of the community have got to make themselves more

felt or else there will be a disaster here. It was impossible to hold the line because we got no

support from the Protestant elements of the country. All we got is a battering from the Jews.26

The day of the congressional meeting, Eisenhower cabled Ben-Gurion warning him of a possible US

vote at the UN for sanctions on aid to Israel. That evening in a televised address he again called for

unconditional withdrawal and warned of sanctions. The administration tried to recruit prominent US

Jews to its position, including a friend of Dulles. \To Dulles's astonishment, these assimilated U.S. Jews

strongly objected to Eisenhower's speech of the previous night threatening sanctions. One member of the

group spoke for all when he said: `I don't know anything about politics or diplomacy. But I do know that

for our country to try to bludgeon Israel against its own vital interests is morally wrong.' "27

In an operatic finale, Israel accepted a loophole acknowledging Egyptian rights in Gaza, secured French

and US backing for its position on the Strait of Tiran, outside the UN, and agreed to withdraw, yet tried

to exclude Egypt from Gaza, and almost reneged on the agreement. On March 7 the last Israeli troops left
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Gaza, replaced by the UN force, with Egypt's permission, according to the 1949 Armistice agreements. On

March 11, Egyptian civil administration, but not military forces, returned to Gaza. On March 12 the last

Israeli forces left Sharm el-Sheik; on April 24 a US flag tanker laden with crude oil docked at Eilat. Israel

enjoyed free passage through the Strait of Tiran, and several years of tranquility on its borders|which

Sharett's diplomacy might have achieved if given a chance.28

Zionism and the state of Israel were a strategic liability in the 1940s and 1950s, in the view of

the military and diplomatic departments of the United States government. Yet the nascent Zionist lobby

overwhelmed their views and secured support for the establishment of the Jewish state 1945-48, and then

obtained indispensable loans and grants from US public funds. Israel then waged border wars, rejected

peace terms and attacked Egypt, in collusion with Britain and France, and in defiance of the US. Israel

strengthened the war parties in Britain and France and provided the indispensable pretext for their attack

on Egypt. It withdrew from Sinai only after a four-month delay, after holding the entire world hostage to

its conditions, which the US partly secured for it. Israel's influence in US politics, and its radicalization

of the crises of 1948 and 1956, were portents of its influence today in the US war in Iraq and plans for

war on Iran.

The US Israel lobby's success, even in a time of strategic liability for its client, attests to its quasi-

sovereign influence on foreign policy. The moral antipode to this power is not the orthodoxy which

attributes it to US strategic interest, but anti-Zionism, as once upheld by left internationalism, in which

Jews were prominent, and classical Reform Judaism, once the dominant Jewish creed. These views

emphatically rejected Zionism as a reactionary ideology, rejected modern Jewish nationality, and affirmed

the Jewish place as a minority in liberal or revolutionary society.29 Anti-Zionism today need not mean,

immediately, a democratic, secular state in Palestine, but the moral and intellectual framework which

rejects Zionist claims on Jewish identity and gentile conscience, and asserts liberal and revolutionary

values against radical nationalism.
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